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Address Berti S.r.l. 
Via Triestina, 163/B 
30173 Tessera

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Metal and Glass, Solidity and Lightness, Impact and Transparency, Tradition, Originality, Avant-garde Products for Architecture.

The company´s about 50 years experience and reliability in the sector enable it to supply its most sensitive, best informed and demanding users and
the most creative designers with combinations of materials and components with a high technical content, up-to-date and innovative products and a
series of complementary services able to guarantee high quality standards.

To meet the unique and original demands of contemporary architecture, BERTI makes available the capabilities of its specialised engineers, absolute
professionalism of its skilled workforce, support of plant and equipment at the cutting edge in Europe and a global service aimed at satisfying specific
requirements for projects of all sizes and difficulty, free to explore the most daring forms.
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